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About This Game

A classic runner is waiting for you, in which you will visit dangerous streets and ordeals. The character is in the territory
contaminated with radiation, so in order to survive, you will have to collect an antidote! Pass the strength test and exceed your

results to see the whole dangerous world of our game!
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Title: Streng Check
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
PPC
Publisher:
PPC
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core Duo, 2.4 GHz / AMD Athlon X2, 2.8 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTS / AMD Radeon 3850

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 715 MB available space
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I support you as always, loved the 1st one and love this one. What's not to like?? I didn't notice a magnet perk for pick ups.
Would like to see that addition please because some of the most of the power-ups go out of bounds too often. Other than that,
the only issue I had was the shoutcast internet radio option wouldn't work. Nothing would show up on any of the 3 tabs so I just
ended up using my own mp3 and haven't tried using my mp4s but I hope I can use those like in the 1st one. Hope to see lots of
DLC so I can throw more money at you because you are awesome. Thank you for making a part 2.. Iconic black and grey batsuit
has a bellybutton. Bat-nipples are so last decade!. This game has a lot of potential, and I want to praise it for so many reasons,
but a single design choice plagues me every time I play: One mulligan just isn't enough. It simply isn't.

To give an example, let's say you draw a completely unplayable hand. So, you mulligan. The game has a mechanic that forces
your next draw to have at least 2 lands. However, you are as likely to draw 5 lands and 2 6-drops. It's a dead hand, and either you
just concede immediately or pray that your oppenent has had horrible luck as well.

I tried. I really tried. But I never came away feeling like I had fun. Rather, I feel like I eventually just get worn down by terrible
draw after terrible draw and just quit. Likewise, it isn't a satisfying win when your opponent concedes at turn two, or is sitting
on 2 mana at turn 6. The MTG system works, at least a whole lot better than this game. Why not just follow that model?

Actually, this game is copying quite a lot from Magic. There are sort of instants, but you can only respond in certain situations,
while other times I was sitting with an answer in my hand and the game just wouldn't let me do anything. As for mechanics, it
feels like most of the common keywords are here, with a small handful that are a little bit different, but for the most part it is
really generic.

If you really don't mind horrendous mana screw, you could give this a try, but I would suggest waiting until it is out of EA, when
hopefully the mechanics have been tweaked and maybe it has a few more expansions that might diversify the game a bit.

I am certainly willing to revisit this review in the future, but right now it's just too frustrating.. I think could compare this to
Super Meat in terms of it's mechanics and diffcultly, although I would prefer to compare it to Jello Escape on CoolMathGames
(I love to know if someone knows what I'm talking about). The game is diffcult late game, but it's fair diffculty (except for one
part that is complete ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t, in my opion). The story is very nonexistant, but it's cheeky and the optional dialog is a nice
touch. The graphics aren't much, but it isn't unapealing to look at. So overall good game, don't know if all ever play it again
(mainly because of that BS part), but maybe I will in the future.. Russian and English reviews + video setup network game!
Изменения настроек видео
C:\Program Files (x86)\Steam\SteamApps\common\Star Wars X-Wing Alliance\config.cfg
Редактируем в блокноте
Меняем screenres1 1 на screenres1 5
Затем резактируем ddraw.cfg
PreserveAspectRatio = 1 на PreserveAspectRatio = 0
Поддержка широкоформатных моников
Необходим Геймпад. предупреждаю сразу же, что для игры необходим геймпад, иначе она даже не запустится.
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Протестировано на обычном футбольном джойстике для X-BOX и джойстике Thrustmaster. Все работает на ура.
Сама игра это продолжение серии X-Wing и Tie Fighter.
В игре отражен период и техники с 4-6 части шестилогии (скоро семи, восьми и возможно девятилогии) вселенной Star
Wars. Играть можно за две стороны, как за Империю так и за силы Повстанцев (такие с красной птичкой).
Представлено огромнейшее количество всевозможной техники, от малой до великой.
графика старая - для тех кто ждет уровня Call of СамизнаетеЧего. но терпимо.
Есть режим мясорубки, (симуляция онлайн режима), когда вы толпой летите на толпу с разными типами техники
(летательных аппаратов). Боевых действий на планетах и наземной техники в Игре нет. Нет так же возможности
выползти в космическое пространство. (я не пробовал.)

Для теста сетевой игры, нужны добровольцы, пишем в личку или комментариями. ( инструкция как настраивать сетевую
игру - будет позже пока есть такое видео)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=fYgN18LMfhU

Ставим лайки!

10 X-wing из 10

Прохождение X-Wing Alliance
http://www.igromania.ru/articles/43229/Rukovodstvo_i_prohozhdenie_po_Swars_X-Wing_Alliance.htm

Connect a gamepad or joystick. Otherwise you get an immediate warning that the game requires a gamepad, Without a gamepad
or joystick the game won't even start. I've tested it with the X-BOX gamepad and the Thrustmaster joystick. Everything worked
great.
The game itself is a continuation of the X-Wing and Tie Fighter series.
The game reflects the period and technology between episodes 4-6 of the Star Wars universe. You can play for for both sides,
for the Empire and the Rebel forces (such with a red bird).
Presents a huge number of different kinds of machinery, from small to big.
Graphics are old - for those who are waiting for the level of Call of YouKnowWhat, but tolerable.
There is a meat grinder mode (Online simulation mode), when you fly into battle with different types of equipment (spacecraft).
Regarding the network part of the game; I need volunteers, write in PM or comments.
(There is a video setup network game through gameranger for X-Wing Alliance. I think that should work also.)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=fYgN18LMfhU

Put like!

10 X-wing out of 10. quot;New Game" Option is disabled... game is unplayable. Atleast on Ubuntu. Jadenll destroy yah life,
great game.. It's Green! I'm pretty sure!

Green gets voted off.

"Green was not the Impostor"

Me : https://imgur.com/gallery/3hpd9mX. A well designed game that's great for single player, couch co-op, and online play
(both co-op and versus). The simple and intuitive controls make it easy to pickup, while the more advanced tactics of reflecting
incoming shots and shooting around corners allow for higher-level play. My only complaint is that there aren't enough people
playing it online, so it's difficult to find a match.. A goofy little game, the matchmaking is pretty much garbage, had to restart
the game to get back in wich was irritating, but a fun game with friends i could see, i just dont know how much replayability
there is. Check out my review below!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EmnkJ2jFQP8
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the game wasn't that long you can complete it and all of the achievements in roughly a half hour's time but the gameplay and
interactions kinda make up for it the jumpscare could of been way better imo though.. I think the game is ok so far i've played,
but i dont like haw you have to pick only 4 charicters with crtain classes. If you guys are reading this, please make it so that you
can be way more races and classes.. The art is certainly fantastic. Better than most AAA releases.. This is the perfect party
game. a great game that brings back the feeling of the good old days where gaming was good

if you like doom or duke nukem like shooting exploring like in the good old tomb raider games 1/2 puzzels like in resident evil
this thing is for you

enemys ranging from meele and axe throwing cultists fire spitting hell hounds flying warlocks with some kind of homing magic
missiles flying explosive drone deploying grinning hell spikeballs shield maidens wich recochet your explosive crossbow bolts
and ballightning spitting worms

VERY IMPORTANT this game does not start like doom or duke nukem the first level is kind of a tutorial intro mission where
they show you that exploration and puzzels are a big part of the game

but dont worry after the first level the game goes into the real mode making it 30/30/30% exploring shooting puzzels and 10%
something here a link to a video that shows you how to beat level one if you got stuck and fear the refund clock but trust me you
wont refund it or at least you should not trust me its worth every penny

here the video of level one

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7w61BgzvxTs

it is always unbelievable what they can do with engines of these old games when i see games like strife iron maiden or dusk for
example this one has not to hide form all of these games i rather would say they have to hide from hedon if someone would ask
me

the level design the scripted events the puzzels the graphics the effects it feels very profesionell the game is higfhly configurable
(more then some triple A games of these days) and i bet everyone can play it at 4k just dont forget to put the ui scale slider on
50 or 75 (less makes it bigger control the slider with arrow keys or A/D)

this is no game where you rush through you have to look around sometimes and read at least a bit i caught my self sometimes
going very slow around corners the game has some kind of stealth mechanic when you not shoot and not being seen by the
enemy you can stealth kill them with your fists punching them to death but there is not really need for stealth

you have always ammo and the first gun already is very good my favorite a spikegun you can even ironsights with it wich makes
it then fire in burst mode i believe all weapons have a secondary firemode the shotgun (or flakcannon) has a flamer as secondary
firemode and there animations gunsmoke and other effects are very cool for such a game same goes for there sound

the other sounds in the game and the music are also very good they make a big portion of the atmophere

yeah idk what to say else besides get hedon folks be a bit patient and you will find a game you had not believed in first place
like me
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